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The Cakoni Family
Outside Burrel, Albania

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Hajdar Cakoni, father, 44
2. Hanke Cakoni, mother, 37
3. Armond Cakoni, son, 14
4. Ardian Cakoni, son, 12
5. Artila Cakoni, daughter, 6
6. Aure Cakoni, son, 5

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

Clockwise from lower left)
- Donkey with saddle
- Butter churns (2)
- Hoes, rakes, other farm implements
- Dining table with 4 chairs
- Crockery, pepper grinder (on table)
- Storage cabinet for dishes
- Rooster (on top of storage cabinet)
- Containers used to wash dishes outside (against lower left corner of house)
- Garden trellis (left, on hill behind house)
- House (built by father)
- Barn for goats and chickens (visible behind the house)
- Goats (6)
- Parents' bed
- Children's bedding (folded at head of bed)
- Cradle (currently not in use)
- Calf (tied to stake at bottom right)
- Extra shoes (1 pair, belongs to father)
- Rug
- Couch (family is sitting on it - doubles as children's bed)
- Second storage cabinet (directly behind family)
- Television
- Radio and youngest son's toys (on top of TV)
- Father's mandolin
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The Nangay Family
Shinka, Bhutan

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Namgay, father, 50
2. Nalim, mother, 47
3. Kinley, 1st son, 17
4. Bangum, 2nd daughter, 14
5. Zekom, 3rd daughter, 2
6. Sangaym, 1st daughter, 29
7. Sangay Khandu, her husband, 33
   (their children listed next)
8. Choeda, their 1st daughter, 9
9. Chato Namgay, their 1st son, 7
10. Sangay Zam, 2nd daughter, 5
    (on porch, near steps)
11. Chato Gyeltshen, 2nd son, 3
12. Tandin Gyeltshen, 3rd son, 2
13. Kinley Dorji, mother's brother, 61
    (unmarried)
14. Kado, father's cousin, 27
    (visiting monk, on ground)

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Foreground left to right)
- Bumpas (2, with peacock feathers, hold
  water in purification rituals)
- Weles (2, double-reeded ceremonial
  clarinets)
- Choeps (14, metal bowls for water offerings)
- Book of Buddhist teachings
- Chodom (table used by visiting religious
  functionaries)
- Troe (on chodom, cast bronze
  ceremonial vessel)
- Statue of Nämtose, god of wealth
  (on chodom)
- Lamp (on chodom, uses butter as fuel)
- Shakyamuni Buddha statue with silk robe
  (on chodom)
  (Left of family)
- Corn plants
- Hoes and cultivators (9)
- Basket for winnowing grain
  (with drying red peppers)
  (Ledge on house, left to right)
- Basket and bag of rice (2)
- Ladder to attic (hewn from tree)
- Clay pot for water
- Pantry cabinet (left of door)
- Wind socks for temple decoration
  (3, hanging from rope)
- Storage chests (3, for clothes)
- Blankets (3, folded)
- Sewing machine (treadle type)
- Pig (tied under steps)
- Rugs (5, for altar room)
- Wheat (for making bread and alcohol)
- Pitch fork (wooden)
- Butter churn and cooking pots (by 1st daughter)
- Storage baskets (11)
- Wood (being hewn with adz into yoke for bulls)
- Pumpkin
The de Goes Family
São Paulo, Brazil

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Sebastiao Alves de Goes, father, 35
2. Maria dos Anjos Ferreirs, mother, 29
3. Eric Ferreira Santos de Goes, son, 7
4. Ewerton Ferreira de Goes, son, 7
5. Elaine Ferreira de Goes, daughter, 6
6. Priscilla de Goes, daughter, 6 mos. (rebelling in mother’s arms)

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

- Home (newly painted)
- Kitchen cabinet
- Blender, storage tins, plates (atop cabinet)
- Dustpan, broom (pink), apron, ladder (-leaning up against electrical junction box)
- Wardrobe with clothes, show boxes for storage, mirror, cosmetics
- Electric fan (atop wardrobe)
- Refrigerator (above fan, on next-door construction site)
- Dinner table with 4 chairs, plastic pitcher, glass vase (with flowers), tablecloth, plates, bowls, and family cutlery
- Bunk beds (2, for children)
- Couch (between beds)
- Stove/oven with aluminum pots and pans
- Ironing board with iron
- Propane tank (by stove)
- Crib (against wall with painted Brazilian flag)
- Storage cabinet with books, figurines, vase, portable cassette tape player
- Red shirt and blanket (drying on clothes line)
- Stereo (on LP record box)
- Stereo speakers (2)
- Parents’ bed
- Children’s dolls and toys (on parents’ bed)
- Extra shoes (6 pairs for all but father, shoes are atop junction box)
- Television
- 2nd sofa (beneath family)
- Statue of Virgin of Guadalupe
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The Wu Family

Shiping, Yunan, China

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

Parents’ household
1. Wu Ba Jiu, father, 59
2. Guo Yu Xian, mother, 57

(1st son’s household)
3. Wu Wen De, 1st son, 30
4. Li Jian Chun, 1st son’s wife, 28
5. Wu Dong, their son, 8
6. Wu Xi, their daughter, 3

(2nd son’s household)
7. Wu Wen Bin, 2nd son, 25
8. Li Rong, 2nd son’s wife, 25
9. Wu Xue, their daughter, 3

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(On boat)
· Table
· Television
· Net (held by 2nd son)

(Onshore, L to R)
· Push cart
· Sewing machine (treadle type)
· End table
· Guitar
· Doll
· Tricycle
· Desk
· Hot-water bottle
· Rice cooker
· Fan
· Insecticide sprayer
· Wardrobe
· Bicycles (5)
· Broom
· Jars (4, for preserved vegetables)
· Scrolls (2, on wall)
· Rice cooker, bowls, flower vase (on desk)
· Kettle (on table)
· Rice basket
· Painting (2, left of entrance)
· Metal cans (2, for beans)
· Wicker seat
· Bed (1st son’s family, against wall, in red)
· Painting of ancestors (2, right of entrance)
· Bicycle
· Tricycle
· Sewing machine and table
· Rice cooker (on sewing machine)
· Dress (hanging)
· Wash basins (4, stacked)
· Chairs
· Clothes rack and suit
· Doll (standing, at rear)
· Wardrobe (opened, by wall)
· Dinnerware (on table)
· Clothes (hanging)
· Sofa

Objects to left side of house generally belong to 2nd son’s family, objects to right side of house generally belong to 1st son’s family.
The Costa Family
Havana, Cuba

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT
1. Euripides Costa Cairo, father, 75
2. Angelina Allouis Gallert, mother, 65
3. Eulina Costa Allouis, daughter, 35
4. Iris Garcia Costa, her daughter, 7
5. Jesus Javier Garcia Costa, her son, 8
6. Montecristi Garcia Moreira, her husband, 40
7. Sandra Reymond Mundi, son’s wife, 31
8. Ramon Costa Allovis, son, 32
9. Lisandra Costa Reymond, their daughter, 8

OBJECTS IN PHOTO
(On porch, left to right)
- Televisions (2, on cabinet)
- Stereo and speakers (on TV)

(On sidewalk, left to right)
- Neighbors (5)
- Potted plants (2)
- Dogs (2, chained to weight)
- Portraits of children (3)

(On street, foreground to rear)
- Rocking chairs (2)
- Sofa
- Potted plants (2, by sofa)
- Kitchen table, chairs (4, and place settings)

Bed with nightstands (2)

Electric fans (2, on nightstands)

Portable radio/cassette player (on bed)

2nd kitchen table with plastic chairs (30)

Children’s beds (3, with dolls)

End tables (2, with lamp and radio/tape player)

Electric fan

Plastic and aluminum rocking chairs (4)
The Calabay Sicay Family

San Antonio de Palopó, Guatemala

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Vincente Calabay Perez, father, 29
2. Lucia Sicay Choguaj, mother, 25
3. Mario Calabay Sicay, son, 8
4. Olivia Calabay Sicay, daughter, 6
5. Maria Calabay Sicay, daughter, 4

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Foreground)

- Machetes (3), sickle, shoulder bags (2), old calendar, religious pictures (6), hat (all hanging on house)
- Tables (3) with wooden trunk, small bowls, plastic flowers, Guatemalan flag, portable cassette-tape player
- Toilet (visible through bathroom doorway)
- Detached kitchen (adobe brick)
- Fuel supply (firewood)
- Axe (leaning against kitchen)
- Thermos, strainer, aluminum pan (hanging on kitchen)
- Red plastic wash basin, grill, plastic cups
- Clay firepot (beneath cups)
- Stone *matate* (for grinding corn to make tortillas)
- Wicker basket, clay bowls (4), ceramic pitcher
- Hoes(4)
The Thoroddsen Family

Hafnarfjördur, Iceland

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Bjoörn Thoroddsen, father, 57
2. Margret Gunnlaugsdoóttir, mother, 42
3. Sif Hauksdoóttir, daughter from mother’s 1st marriage, 18
4. Gunnlaugur Bjöornsson, son, 13
5. Gestur Bjoörnsson, son, 11
6. Thórðís Bjoörnsdóóttir, daughter, 7

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Left to right)

- Portable cassette tape player, pink plastic doll house (on chest)
- Children’s beds (3, around chest of drawers)
- Doll, dollbed, big black toy truck (leaning on foot of nearest bed)
- Toy guns (2), Tony the Tiger bedroom slippers (leaning on head of nearest bed)
- Washing machine, dryer, refrigerator, mixer, toaster, food processor (on patio)
- Stove/oven, pots and pans
- Dishwasher, storage tins
- Storage cabinet
- Eating tables (2, one with lamp and crockery)
- Kitchen chairs (3)
- Tool chest (red)
- Televisions (2, on TV stands)
- VCR and stereo (under right TV)
- Christmas tree
- Shovel (behind tree)
- Bicycles (3, at rear)
- Clothesline with clothes
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The Yadav Family
Ahraura Village, Uttar Pradesh, India

Objects In Photo

(Left to right)

- Wooden chair
- Jars (3, contain spices)
- Metal case (contains family papers, pictures, valuables)
- Ladder
- Wooden weights (4, used for wrestling practice)
- Print (on wall by weights)
- Bed (under family, used as couch during the day)
- Pictures of Hindu gods (2, being held by family)
- Firewood (to right of door)
- Bicycle (broken)
- Hindu print (hanging on bicycle)
- Metal pots (7), glasses (2), trays (4)
- Ceramic pots (2, behind metal pots)
- Basket of crockery (between metal and ceramic pots)
- Basket (with rice)
- Bags of rice (3, harvested last season)
- 2nd bed (leaning against wall)
- Blankets (3, draped on 2nd bed)

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Bachau Yadav, father, 32
2. Mishri Yadav, mother, 25
3. Bhola Yadav, son, 9
4. Guddi Yadav, daughter, 8
5. Manoj Yadav, 2nd son, 7
6. Arti Yadav, 2nd daughter, 2
The Zaks Family
Tel Aviv, Israel

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT
1. Dany Zaks, father, 32
2. Ronit Zaks, mother, 29
3. Yariv Zaks, son, 4
4. Noah Zaks, daughter, 9 months
   (sitting on mother’s lap)

H. Family home

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Rear)

- Family-owned apartment
  (top story, center set of window railings)
- Water storage tanks and solar water heating panels (on roof above apartment)

(On crane platform, left to right)

- Side table with books
- Dining table, chairs (4)
- Family shoes and slippers (17 pairs)
- High chair (behind table)
- Playpen (folded behind table)
- Electric fan
- Electric radiator
- Double bed
- Automobile (Alfa Romeo)
- Dresser (partly obscured by car)
- Television (on dresser)
- Clothes (mother’s hanging on rope)
- Couch (below clothes)
- Chair (facing away)

-On coffee table (between couch and chair)
- Guitar (leaning against couch)
- End table (with potted plant and books)
- Bicycle (with training wheels)
- Potted plant, computer, LP records (against cabinet)
- Cabinet (with stereo amplifier, tuner, pre-amp, turntable)
- Menorah, computer keyboard, typewriter (on cabinet)
- Stereo speakers (4)
- 2nd couch (beneath family)
- Pillows (3, on couch)
- Plastic basket with toys
- 2nd bed (behind family)
- Clothes cabinet (2) with clothes
- Short bookshelf with books
- Refrigerator
- Rattan rack (with dishes)
- Baseball hat (on rattan rack)
- Desk (with papers and books)

(Behind rattan rack)

- Office chair
- Electric range
- Washing machine and dryer
The Pellegrini Family

Pienza, Italy

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Fabio Pellegrini, father, 45
2. Daniela Ciolfi, mother, 40
3. Caterina Pellegrini, daughter, 3

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Clockwise from lower left)
- Tricycle (for daughter)
- Racing bicycle and skis (for father)
- Dining table, chairs (4), tablecloth, china, cutlery, glasses
- Potted plants (on either side of and above family’s garage door)
- Car (Renault R4)
- Television (on end table)
- Bench seat
- Desk
- Bureau
- Books, ceramic articles (on desk)
- Bureau
- 2nd TV, books (on bureau)
- Parents’ bed and bedding (behind bureau)
- Gas stove/oven, electric refrigerator (end of alley)
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The Ukita Family
Tokyo, Japan

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Kazuo Ukita, father, 45
2. Mio Ukita, daughter, 9
3. Sayo Ukita, mother, 43
4. Maya Ukita, daughter, 6

OBJECTS IN PHOTO
(Selected items, left to right)

- Unicycle, books, dolls, pogo stick, clock, miscellaneous toys
- Stacking basket for toys
- Clothes racks (2) with backpacks, hats
- Bookcases (3) with books, dolls
- Clothes (hanging on carport)
- Desk and chair (with stuffed animal, doll)
- Car (Toyota minivan)
- Suitcases (2, atop car)
- Dresser (2)
- Video-game player (on small dresser)
- Swimming trophies (2, on tall dresser)
- Electric piano and bench (with books)
- Crutches (behind piano)
- Shoes (28 pairs)
- Rubber rafts (2), ball, pool mask, snorkel, ice chest
- Refrigerator
- Coffee table (with thermos, rice cooker, tomatoes)
- End table (with telephone, family portraits)
- Color television (with ceramic rooster)
- Pots and pans (on end table)
- China cabinet (with china, microwave oven, toaster oven, liquor bottles)
- Papier-mâché animal (on cabinet, school project)
- Bed (behind cabinet)
- Dressing table with mirror (behind bed)
- Umbrellas (by dressing table)
- Dining table (with family)
- Fire extinguisher (on wall)
- Dog house (on steps)
- Dog (named Izumaru)
- Bunk beds (with blankets, video cassettes, toys)
- Clothes rack (with woman's suit)
- Entrance gate (right half, black metal, with mail slot)
- Butcher block table (with cooking utensils)
- Food-storage unit (by washer)
- Electric washer/dryer
- Cleaning supplies (in basket, on plastic shelf unit)
- Tub toys (by bathmat)
- Skateboards (2, leaning on shelf)
- Bicycles (3, in far right background)
- Child’s chair
The Calabay Sicay Family

San Antonio de Palopó, Guatemala

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Vincente Calabay Perez, father, 29
2. Lucia Sicay Choguaj, mother, 25
3. Mario Calabay Sicay, son, 8
4. Olivia Calabay Sicay, daughter, 6
5. Maria Calabay Sicay, daughter, 14

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Foreground)
- Family bed (beneath family)
- Religious painting (held by father)

(Rear, from left to right)
- Sneakers (1 pair, high-top)
- Spinning wheel
- Plastic horse, plastic rooster, dolls (3)
- Large loom
- Finished fabric and family-woven shirts in traditional styles (hanging from large loom)
- Small loom with woven tablecloth
- Family house (adobe brick)
- Chair (in doorway)

- Machetes (3), sickle, shoulder bags (2), old calendar, religious pictures (6), hat (all hanging on house)
- Tables (3) with wooden trunk, small bowls, plastic flowers, Guatemalan flag, portable cassette-tape player
- Toilet (visible through bathroom doorway)
- Detached kitchen (adobe brick)
- Fuel supply (firewood)
- Axe (leaning against kitchen)
- Thermos, strainer, aluminum pan (hanging on kitchen)
- Red plastic wash basin, grill, plastic cups
- Clay firepot (beneath cups)
- Stone metate (for grinding corn to make tortillas)
- Wicker basket, clay bowls (4), ceramic pitcher
- Hoes(4)
The Natomo Family
Kouakourou, Mali

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Soumana Natomo, father, 39
2. Pama Kondo, 1st wife, 28
3. Fatouma Niangani Toure, 2nd wife, 26

(1st wife’s household)

4. Pai Natomo, 2nd daughter, 11
5. Kontie Natomo, 1st son, 9
6. Mama Natomo, 2nd son, 6
7. Mamadou Natomo, 3rd son, 3

(not pictured) Tata Natomo, 1st daughter, 13

(2nd wife’s household)

8. Toure Natomo, 1st daughter, 5
9. Fatoumata Natomo, 2nd daughter, 3
10. Mama Natomo, son, 1
11. Cia Niento, wife of father’s brother (in blue, with children - not part of household)

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Roof, left to right)

• Mortars and pestles (3, for pounding grains)
• Sieves for sifting grain (2)
• Ritual cane (at roof edge)
• Musket (broken, inherited from father’s father)
• Mosquito netting (covers bed)
• Bicycle
• Broken pot
• Basket (with clothes)
• Washing tubs (5, plastic and aluminum)
• Broken bark basket (with rags, scraps)
• Cooking pot (with ladle)
• Plastic water containers (2)
• Water kettles (2)
• Watering cans (2, one broken)

• Ceramic pots (5)
• Rectangular adobe brick mold (with sample brick)
• Battery-powered radio/cassette-tape player
• Folded blanket (between father and 1st wife)
• Sweet rice mush (near children, in cookpot fitted with firepot)
• Wooden condiment container
• Cultivating implements (hoes, shovel, knife, broad axe)

(Lower wall and open kitchen)

• Fishing net
• Wooden rack (for shade, drying clothes)
• Cooking fire
• Water (in big clay pot)
The Castillo Balderas Family

Guadalajara, Mexico

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Ambrosio Castillo Cerda, father, 29
2. Carmen Balderas de Castillo, mother, 25
3. Cruz Castillo Balderas, 1st son, 10
4. Nayalit Castillo Balderas, 1st daughter, 8
5. Brenda Castillo Balderas, 2nd daughter, 7
6. Marco Antonio Castillo Balderas, 2nd son, 5

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Foreground)
- Toy pistol (held by 1st son)
- Couch
- Television (color)

(Courtyard, clockwise from lower left)
- Wardrobe (with clothes)
- Second couch, love seat, easy chair (set with first couch)
- Potted plants (7, on wall)
- End table (with figurines)
- Coffee table (with plastic flowers)
- Stereo cabinet (with first stereo, figurines)
- Electric fan

(On roof)
- Clothesline (with clothes), potted plants (3), bicycles (3), dog (Terri)
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The Regzen Family
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT
1. Regzen Batsuury, father, 37
2. Lkhamsuren Oyuntsetseg, mother, 31
3. Batsuury Khorloo, daughter, 9
4. Batsuury Batbileg, son, 5
5. Oyunjargal, father’s sister, 33
6. Yerulzul, her daughter, 12
7. Mother’s sister with husband and son (seated on bed, next to their ger)

OBJECTS IN PHOTO
(Clockwise from left)
- China cabinet with stickers of Chip ’n’ Dale Rescue Rangers cartoon characters
- Family portraits (2), ceramic horses (2), ceramic Buddha (atop cabinet)
- Tea sets (2), small bronze Buddha (in cabinet)
- Poles used to form structure of ger, family dwelling
- Dresser with alarm clock and vanity mirror
- Twin bed with woven coverlet, extra bedding (folded)
- Dining table
- Tomatoes, hard cheese, teapot, jar of preserves, figurines (2), soft drinks (6 bottles), bowls of cookies, condiments, and candy (7) (atop dining table)
- Electric hot plate, electric kettle (on table to right)
- Enamel plates (2, hanging on wall, each decorated by many clothespins)
- Fluorescent light fixture, incandescent bulb (hanging from peak of ger)
- 2nd china cabinet
- Trays (2), teapots (2), china statuary (in cabinet)
- Washbasin (white, on wooden box)
- Photograph
- 2nd twin bed with coverlet
- Television (black-and-white, with Chip ’n’ Dale Rescue Rangers sticker)
- Incense holder, carved wooden Buddha in glass case (on television)

(Outside ger)
- Sheep (tethered to right)
- Ger and bed of mother’s sister’s family
- Icebox, barrel, water containers
- Outhouse (left of gate)
- Used railroad ties and lumber intended to build permanent winter house (behind and left of main ger)
The Kuankaew Family
Ban Muang Wa, Thailand

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT
1. Boontham Kuankaew, father, 39
2. Bourphet Kuankaew, mother, 36
3. Jiraporn Kuankaew, daughter, 14
4. Visit Kuankaew, son, 9
5. Vichai Sadub (Dang), father’s brother, 37

OBJECTS IN PHOTO
(Clockwise from lower left)
- Motorscooter
- Hand-held video game (in son’s hand)
- Ceramic cookpot (atop firepot)
- Ceramic water containers (2, with ladle)
- Banana trees (2)
- Screened food-storage cabinet (legs in bowls of insecticide to block ants)
- Plastic ladle (on cabinet)
- Parents’ bed (with pillows)
- Clothes (hanging above bed)
- Wardrobe (with clothing)
- Electric sewing machine (behind daughter)
- Children’s bed (with mosquito netting)
- Print (visible through window)
- Plastic hanging closet (with clothes)

- Children’s bicycles (2)
- Gas stove (with wok)
- Wash basin and bucket (3)
- Ploughs, yokes, rice farming equipment (on wall)
- Water buffalo (2, held by father’s brother, Dang)
- Rice field (in background)
- China cabinet (family portraits taped to door)
- Electric refrigerator
- Television (black-and-white, on stand)
- Rice bucket (below stand)
(On bamboo table)
- Electric fans (2)
- Electric iron
- Electric hair dryer
- Electric radio
- Electric hot plate
- Rice canister
- Portable cassette-tape player

(Foreground)
- Family dog (has no name)
- Chickens (under wicker cage)
The Skeen Family

Pearland, Texas, U.S.A.

KEY TO FAMILY PORTRAIT

1. Rick Skeen, father, 36
2. Pattie Skeen, mother, 34
3. Julie Skeen, daughter, 10
4. Michael Skeen, son, 7

OBJECTS IN PHOTO

(Foreground)

♫Family Bible (held by mother)

(Left to right)

♫Dog (Lucky, tied to real fire hydrant - souvenir of father’s years as fireman)
♫Sewing machine (antique, treadle-style)
♫Easy chair
♫Photo lights for shooting Big Picture (scattered throughout scene)
♫End table (marble-topped, with books)
♫Storage cabinet
♫Television (on cabinet)
♫2nd easy chair
♫Stereo (on matching marble-topped table)
♫Speakers (4, on either side of secretary)
♫Dining table, chairs (6), place settings, bowl of fruit
♫Curio cabinet (with china)
♫Secretary (behind cabinet)
♫Bicycles (behind secretary)
♫Bookshelf (visible through window behind bicycles)
♫Computer and computer storage unit (obscured by father’s head)
♫Motor vehicles (3, Ford F350 pickup, Ford Aerostar minivan, dune buggy)
♫Storage shelving (in garage)
♫Stuffed deer heads (2, above garage door)
♫U.S. flag (between heads)
♫Dresser (2)
♫Dollhouse (on file cabinet)
♫Cane-backed chair, 2nd end table, toys, U.S. map, globe
♫Refrigerator
♫Desk (with chair, toy train)
♫2nd TV (on table)
♫Washer, range, dryer (with food processor, mixer, coffee maker, pots, etc.)
♫Microwave (atop dishwasher)
♫Beds (3, parents’ with guitar)
♫Ironing board and iron
♫Piano and piano bench
♫2nd sewing machine (electric, with table, chair)
♫Family portrait